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1. In the 17th century, the ____ opposed the inhuman treatment of persons in the 
colonies.

     	--->> Quakers

     	      Laterran Council

     	      Henry VIII of England

     	      criminologists

2. The term 'Lex Talionis' means

     	      lax law

     	      old Italian law

     	--->> Law of retaliation

     	      ancient las

3. Jeremy Bentham was a/an _____

     	      English man

     	      German

     	      Indian

     	--->> Italian

4. Which of these is a rearch design?

     	      population

     	--->> longitudinal

     	      instrument

     	      analysis

5. The Consular Guard was transformed into the Hausa Guard in ____

     	--->> 1863
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     	      1879

     	      1888

     	      1861

6. The power of the court to hear and decide a case is called _____

     	      procedural

     	      trial

     	--->> jurisdiction

     	      proceedings

7. The present Nigeria Police Force was established in ____

     	      1861

     	      1914

     	      1960

     	--->> 1930

8. Criminology is a multidisciplinary and _____ discipline

     	--->> eccletic

     	      secular

     	      metaphysical

     	      pseudo

9. The book 'State of Prison' was written by ____

     	      Samuel Romily

     	--->> John Howard

     	      Alexandra Maconochie

     	      John Augustus

10. George Hegel believed punishment to be ______
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     	      categorical imperative

     	      necessary evil

     	      philosophical phenomenon

     	--->> criminals 'right'
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